The following IEEE citation style is based on the style required by the IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) professional body and publisher.

## FOR A BOOK

Books should include the following information in the order shown:

1. **name/s** of author/s, editor/s, compiler/s or the institution responsible – initials and family name of each. Leave a space between initials and between the period following the last initial and the first letter of the family name: e.g. E. F. Codd. In the case of multiple authors, commas go between each name; “and” comes before the last name. The name of all authors should be given in the reference unless the number of authors is greater than six. If there are more than six authors, you may use “et al” after the name of the first author. Do not use a comma before et al.

2. **title** of publication and **subtitle** if any - all titles must be italicised. Capitalise the first and last words, all nouns, pronouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs, and subordinating conjunctions. Lowercase articles, coordinating conjunctions, and prepositions, regardless of length e.g. Toward Better Real-Time Programming through Dataflow.


4. **series title** and individual **volume** if any

5. **place of publication**

6. **publisher**

7. **year** of publication

8. **page number(s)** if applicable – prefaced by pp.

### One author


Explanation of above citation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUTHOR</th>
<th>TITLE (italicised)</th>
<th>PLACE</th>
<th>PUBLISHER</th>
<th>YEAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### More than one author


### More than six authors


### Corporate author

• Chapter or part of a book
A chapter of a book should include the following information in the order shown:

FOR AN ARTICLE
Journal articles should include the following information in the order shown.
1. name/s of author/s of the article. Leave a space between initials and between the period following the last initial and the first letter of the family name: e.g. E. F. Codd. In the case of multiple authors, commas go between each name; “and” comes before the last name. If there are more than six authors, you may use “et al” after the name of the first author. Do not use a comma before et al.
2. title of article - in double quotation marks
3. title of periodical – italicised; can be abbreviated. IEEE journal titles are abbreviated according to the List of IEEE Transactions, Journals and Letters
4. volume number - use lowercase for vol.
5. issue (or part) number – use lowercase for no. Issue number is not used when referencing IEEE Transactions
6. page number(s)
7. date of publication

• Journal article

Explanation of above citation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUTHOR</th>
<th>TITLE OF ARTICLE</th>
<th>TITLE OF JOURNAL</th>
<th>VOLUME</th>
<th>ISSUE</th>
<th>PAGE</th>
<th>DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

• eJournal article

• Conference article
Conference papers should include the following information in the order shown:


FOR A TECHNICAL REPORT
Technical reports should include the following information in the order shown:
1. author/s of report
2. title of report – in quotes
3. publisher
4. place of publication
5. report number / identifier (if known)
6. date of publication

FOR A STANDARD

Standards should include the following information in the order shown:
1. title of standard (italicised)
2. standard number
3. date


FOR A PATENT

Patents should include the following information in the order shown:


FOR A THESIS

Theses should include the following information in the order shown:


FOR ELECTRONIC RESOURCES

References to electronic resources are acceptable but where a printed copy exists it is preferably to reference the print version. Electronic resources should contain as much information as possible. If the address must run across more than one line, follow these guidelines:

- Break only after a forward slash or a “dot”.
- Do not split the double slash.
- Do not split at hyphens, tildes, and so on, that are part of the address.
- Do not introduce hyphens to break words.
- Separating the extension is discouraged (for e.g. the html at the end).

Article:

Internet site:

IN-TEXT REFERENCES

- The IEEE style is a numbered style. In a numbered style, a textual citation requires the number of the reference to be enclosed in square brackets.
- References must be numbered in the order in which they appear in the text.
• This may appear at the end of a sentence, before the full stop or directly following the name of the author.

• Separate references to two or more works by different authors with a comma.

• If referring to more than two sequential references separate the first and last reference with an en dash between the square brackets.

• The full references appear at the end of your work in a Reference List or a Bibliography.

Examples
Case [1] and Canosa [2] both investigate the use of computing power in an efficient manner. Canosa advocates a more stringent approach [2]. Subsequent investigation confirmed these results [1, 2, 4]. Other researchers have questioned these findings [1] – [4].

**BIBLIOGRAPHY / LIST OF REFERENCES**

• References must be listed in the order in which they were cited in the text.

• List only one reference per bracketed number.

Examples


**NOTE:**
• A list of references contains details only of those works cited in the text.

• A bibliography includes sources not cited in the text but which are relevant to the subject, listed alphabetically

**If you require further information, refer to:**

Ask at the *Information Desk* in any Branch Library or check the Library’s Web Page ~ http://www.library.uq.edu.au/infoskil/styles2.html